Data Solutions

Leverage FactSet’s comprehensive suite of connected content, innovative workflow solutions, and flexible delivery options to unlock the true power of data.

RELY ON A STRONG FOUNDATION
With 100+ third-party and 40+ proprietary datasets, FactSet allows you to leverage consistent company, security, event, market, and macroeconomic data across your company with ease. Built on over 40 years of experience collecting, integrating, and managing content, FactSet’s high-quality, hub-and-spoke data model links permanent security identifiers to entity identifiers to deliver contextualized data and enable greater agility for data dissemination.

Our ability to seamlessly integrate client and third-party datasets into our model allows for frictionless onboarding of new content, while our open and flexible technology provides an ever-expanding suite of delivery options that connect you to the data you need, where and when you need it.
Blend and aggregate a variety of content sources to meet your front, middle, and back office needs.

**Simplify Your Data Management**
Take your investment process to the next level with our powerful data management solutions to unify your disparate sources of information. Allow FactSet to alleviate the burden of reviewing data sources, managing database changes, and connecting third-party content using our market-leading entity master. Easily link data feeds to your models and systems without custom code so your team can generate ideas faster. Gain access to trusted entity and security reference data and streamline your workflow with consistent linkages via CUSIPs, SEDOLs, ISINs, and LEIs. Blend and aggregate a variety of content sources to meet your research, risk management, and regulatory needs. Take advantage of a cohesive data ecosystem that the front, middle, and back office can rely on for trusted and accurate financial content.

**Elevate Your Quantitative Strategies with Deeper Analysis**
Power your quant workflow with unique alternative content in FactSet’s proprietary data marketplace and create dynamic knowledge graphs with our connected data model. Access big data with ease through an innovative API collection and expansive, fully-integrated cloud delivery options. Explore new ideas in a fully-hosted environment that includes a vast library of databases, programming languages (Python), and data visualization tools. Keep pace with the rise of analytic applications and new datasets with FactSet's Quantitative Research Environment. Whether it's smart data or traditional analytical platforms, FactSet provides quantitative solutions that make it possible to bridge the gap between data science and data understanding.
POWER YOUR APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Seamlessly integrate FactSet content into internal and third-party applications such as websites, dashboards, and digital portals. Access the data you need in the development environment of your choice and give your developers creative control over the design and functionality of your applications. Support your market data research and decision processes with open, direct access to essential content and functionality. Our state-of-the-art technology stack offers data feeds, APIs, web components, and digital services so you can easily deploy solutions across the entire build versus buy spectrum—from raw data to out-of-the-box portals that can be white labeled.

MODERNIZE YOUR MARKET DATA ENVIRONMENT

Fuel your order management and trading systems, intranet and client portals, portfolio applications, and other solutions with premier global market data. Incorporate real-time and historical data into your own applications with streaming or snapshot delivery methods that are consistently combined with global reference data and pre-calculated fields. Reduce your time to value and create customized displays, alerts, charts, and screening tools with our broad range of zero-footprint APIs, cloud-native distribution channels, toolkits, and widgets. Optimize your firm's workflows with dedicated teams that work around the clock, 365 days a year, to address everything from production and content questions to feed additions or modifications.
HARNESS THE POWER OF FLEXIBLE DATA DELIVERY

Access data where and when you want it with powerful, customizable workflow solutions dedicated to helping leading investment professionals seize opportunity sooner. Integrate content with your company’s applications, web portals, databases, and statistical packages to spend less time sourcing and aggregating information and more time generating operational alpha. Whether you want FactSet or third-party data, our flexible delivery services offer access to normalized data through major cloud providers, FactSet-hosted environments, APIs, web components, and direct, localized delivery of standard and custom data feeds.

Partner with FactSet and gain a single source of connected content, innovative workflow solutions, and flexible data delivery options to help drive productivity and performance across your organization.

FactSet offers an ever-expanding suite of data delivery options that connect you to the data you need, where and when you need it.